Introduction
For any prime number p, let F n p denote the congruence subgroup of SL n (Z) of level p, i.e. the kernel of the surjective homomorphism f p : SL n (Z)->SL n (¥ p ) induced by the reduction modp (¥ p is the field with p elements). We define r p :=iimr np n using upper left inclusions F n p c_> r n+1 p . Recall that the groups r n p are homology stable with ^/-coefficients, for instance if M = Q, Z[l/p], or Z/q with q prime and q # p: H f (r n p \ M) S H^V^M) for n ^ 2i + 5 from [7] (but the homology stability fails if M = Z or Z/p).
lip is an odd prime, then the group T p is torsion-free. The main objective of this paper is to detect torsion classes in the integral cohomology of T p . It is actually of general interest to provide examples of torsion-free groups having torsion in their integral cohomology; this is called strange torsion in [16] . Let us mention that H x (Y n V \Z) has been computed for n ^ 3 in [10] : it is a p-group (but does not stabilize).
In order to examine the cohomology of the congruence subgroups, our method is based on the study of the corresponding problem on the space level. As usual we denote by BSL(Z) + 
M)->H*(F(p); M).
Our main result is given in the first section of the paper, which is devoted to mod 2 cohomology. If p is a prime and p = 3 mod 4, we are able to compute the algebra H*(Y p ;Z/2). We prove for instance that the even-dimensional StiefelWhitney classes in H*(SL(Z); Z/2) do not become trivial when restricted to T p , for all primes p = 3 mod 4; see [11] for a more general discussion of elements in the cohomology of an arithmetic group which are not killed by passage to subgroups of finite index. Our calculation produces many 2-torsion classes in the integral cohomology of F p .
In the second section we introduce a general argument which shows that for infinite loop spaces the Hurewicz homomorphism is injective on ^-torsion elements if q is a sufficiently large prime (in comparison with the dimension we are looking at). The g-torsion classes discovered in the algebraic if-theory of Z in [13] (where q is related to the numerator of the Bernoulli numbers) survive in the homotopy groups of F(p), and consequently also in the integral (co)homology of F p via the Hurewicz homomorphism, assuming p 4= q.
Mod 2 cohomology
In this section we determine the restriction homomorphism H* ( Proof. The action of the symmetric group S n on H*(Q n ; Z/2) is induced by conjugation by an element of GL n (Z), therefore it is trivial on the image of cf>*. This shows (a) and assertion (b) is proved in theorem 22-7 of [5] . PROPOSITION 
1-2. There is a commutative graded algebra A such that (a) B*(GL(Z
Proof. I t is obvious that the classes w t , for i ^ 1, are non-trivial and algebraically independent in H*(GL(Z); Z/2) by assertion (b) of the previous lemma. On the other hand. H*(GL(Z); Z/2) is the cohomology of the //-space BGL(Z) + ; Z/2) is injective (cf. [5] , theorem 15-2) and one can conclude that A ^H*(Z; Z/2). But the study of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence (with rational coefficients) of this fibration shows that the rational cohomology of Z is an exterior algebra with one generator in each odd dimension ^ 3. This exhibits non-trivial elements u ik+1 in A for all k^l.
The mod 2 cohomology algebra of the infinite general linear group GL(¥ p ) {p odd) is known (cf. [12] , or § IV-8 of [9] ): it is generated by classes c t and e t for i ^ 1, where degc 4 = 2i and dege f = 2i-1. If p is a prime = 3 mod 4, one has the relations and the mod 2 cohomology algebra is polynomial: Proof. Recall that the cohomology class c, comes from the reduction mod 2 of the ith universal Chern class in the cohomology of BU, via the Brauer lift. According to [4] , g*(c ( ) is then the reduction mod 2 of the tth Chern class of the inclusion GL(Z) c> GL(C); but this is w\ by theorem 5-3 of [15] or proposition 25-6 of [5] . Proof. We deduce from the relation (*) and the previous lemma that is less than or equal to the dimension of K t . Take a basis of
and associate to each element £ ® v of this basis an element xy of K t as follows:
x:= h*(£) and y is a cohomology class in H*(BSL(Z) + ; Z/2) satisfying i*(2/) = y; we choose t/ such that it is a sum of elements of the form w ® a, where w is a square-free polynomial in the even-dimensional Stiefel-Whitney classes and aeA (since i* vanishes on the image of h*, Lemmas 1"4 and 1-5 prove inductively that this is possible). With this choice it is not hard to verify that these associated elements are linearly independent in K t . Proof. The Stiefel-Whitney class w t (r p ) is not the image of an element of infinite order under the reduction mod 2, because i is even and the rational cohomology of F p is an exterior algebra generated by classes of degree 5,9, ...,4k+l,...
Consequently H*{F(p); Z/2) S H*(BSL(Z)
(see [2] , theorem 1*4).
Spherical classes in the homology of infinite loop spaces
The purpose of this section is to prove the following This will be useful for the study of odd torsion classes in the (co)homology of congruence subgroups. The proof of Theorem 21 is based on the next result which follows from the discussion of the ^-invariants of iterated loop spaces: see [3] . Since K 2i _ 2 f p = 0 from [12] , the group ^T2i-2^(P) (which is finitely generated) also contains g-torsion. We apply Corollary 2-3 to the infinite loop space F(p) and detect (^-torsion in H k(2i _ 2) (F(p); Z) for 1 < k ^ q. If we suppose p 4= q, we obtain g-torsion in the integral (co)homology of T p
because H^(T p ;Z[l/p]) ^H^(F(p); Z[l/p]).
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